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VARIATIONS ON A THEME FROM MEMORY
APRIL 1, 1974

WILLIAM A. SULLIVAN

(Before beginning my paper this evening I
wish to acknowledge a n indebtedness to Victor Reichert. A few months ago he suggested that I read
Emerson's essay on "Memory". I did so and found it
fa scinating. So much so that I have incorporated
many of Emerson vs thoug hts in my "theme ". The "variati ons" are l argely of my own making. Thank you
Victor. )
In an address delivered be f ore the students
of Tufts Coll.ege on July 10, 1861 Emerson made some
very perceptive observations on the Faculty of Memory. One of them occurs to me now, "Late in life we
l ive by memory, and in our solstices or periods of
s tagnation; as the starved camel in the de,sert lives
on his hump."
Lest anyone should draw the wrong conclus ion I hasten to add that I do not consider myself
"late in life" nor am I-consciously-in a "solstice
or period of stagnation". As a matter of fact, and
with all due respect for Emerson, I consider it wise
and necessary ~n all stages of life to live by memoryo
How else. to feel the fascination of the past, to revel
i n, t o profit by the reconstruction of events which
have affected one's life? I share' Thackeray's fondness for sitting on the rear seat of the stage c oach, facing backward, so that he might watch the
r oad over which he had corne.
Like each of you I am forever in Memoryv s
debt. How much more pleasure I have had from life
because of the ability to relive yesterdayVs joys!
(Come to think about it, like yesterdayOs spaghetti,
t hey often taste better in the re-serving.)
And, thanks to Memory, I have been saved from many an
error . Emerson explains why when he says "I cannot
re call an act of neglect, of selfishness, or of
(careless) passion without pain." Surely it is this
r evival of anguish, of remorse, of guilt, of embarrasment that at the very least gives one pause to
think before committing the same mistake again-at
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best it is an absolute deterrent to further error.
I must confess it is memory of the consequents that
holds me back from that third martini. No wonder
the weak will tries to stifle memory-usually by
drowning.
But sometimes I am indebted to memory -for
a mere diversion, or the pleasure of a simple unusual
experience that it calls to mind-like wha t happened
on Thursday afternoon in April 1957 '. •
0

•

I was in my office, piddling in the doldrums.
There was a knock on the door and Edna, my Office
Supervisor came in. :"Mr. Sullivan, there's a
gentleman outside who wants to see youo He didn't gi his name. He just said you would know him."
"Show him in Edna", and I stopped whatever I
was doing.
The lobby door opened and a negro man,
about 35 or 40 years of age, walked in. He had on a
T shirt and khaki trousers. He stood there, just
inside the door, and smiled delightedly at me waiting for me to greet him.
I was embarrassed. I didn't know him fro m
Adam but I didn't want to hurt his feelings.
He didn't show his disappointment at my
failure to recognize him. He simply smiled more
graciously and said, "You know me Mr. William! You
just think a bit."
His charity made me even more uncomfortabl e .
, "Gosh", I said, "I know I remember you, but
I always hav'e trouble with names."
"That's alright Mr. William, thatVs alright!
You know me real well~ Just try to think when you
saw me last!"
So I start€d thinking. "From New York?" I
asked myself. "No". "Cincinnati?" I wasn't sure.
"Do you live in Cincinnati?"

I asked.
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"Just moved here last week, Mr. William" and his eager awaiting of my recognition spurred me
on.
"Just moved here", I reflected, "he has to
be from New Albany!" (that's where Florence and her
mother had lived), "he probably worked for Mimi". (Mimi
is Mrs. Moser - her ":people" loved her and were forever
s topping in to visit.) I felt I was on the ri ght track.
"Did you live in New Albany?", I asked.
"That's right! Mro William!, that's ri ght!"
and his excitement was contagious.
I had it! It was Tom Brown, Maude's son.
Maude worked a long time for Mimi. Her husband was
che f at the Country Club. When he died his son Tom
took over. I had met Tom on occasions when we went
to the Club for dinner. He was a delightful person
and completely devoted to his invalided mother.
"Tom Brown!", I almost shouted.
"Yes sir!, Mr. William, yes sir!-" And his
face lighted up with pleasure and pride. "I knew
you knew me!"
"How are you Tom?" and before he could reply I said "How's Maude?"
"Poorly, Mr • .William, she's poorly, not
good at all".
"That's too bad", I said. "Your mother is
a wonderful woman, please give her my very best".
"Yes sir, Mr. William, I certainly will".
I was on sure ground now.
up to see Mrs. Moser Tom?"

"Have you been

"Not yet, Mr. William, but I'm going to see
her as soon as I can. How is she?"
"She' s fine Tom-" I said, " she lives only a
mile from here - straight up the pike. Wait a minute,
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I'll call her and tell her you're here".
"No, Mr. William, don't do that.
to surpr il:3e her".

I'd like

"Well, alright, - but don't forget now.
Mrs. Moser will want to see you and hea~ about Maude. "
"Mrs. Moser's a fine woman Mr. William, I
hope she's well".
"She's fine Tom, tell me about yourself,
are you married?"
"Yes sir, I've got four children".
"Well that's fine Tom". Then I added
"aren't you at the Country Club any more?"
"No " Mr. William, I got a good job up he r e
in Cincinnati".
"What are you doing?"
"I'm working for a contractor".
"Gosh, Tom, I hope it works out because yot,;.
surely diu a good job at the Country Club. Mrs.
Moser said you were even a better chef than your
father" •
"I did my best, Mr. William.
family? everyone well?"

How's your

"Yes, Tom, Florence is fine and we have
six children now - five girls and a boy. Tell me, i s
Maude still living on Ekin Avenue?"
"Yes, Mr. William, she's still there".
"Well Tom" I said, "can you take a few
minutes and I will run you up and see Mrs. Moser and
Florence?"
"I can't do it right now, Mr. William, I' m
on my way downtown. But I'll come out tomorrow and
see them both. -"
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"Well t alright" .
"Say, Mr. William, could you do me a favor?"
"Sure Tom, what is it?"
"Well, Mr. William, I'm going to p~ck up,
furniture, and I won ' t get pald untll
some shoes and
Could
you lend me $50.00 - just till ,totomorrow .
morrow! "
I reached in my pocket for my wallet - I
had only $27. 00 •
"Will $27.00 help Tom?"
"Sure, Mr. William - that'll help just fine!
And I'll have it for you tomorrow afternoon when I
1I
come up to see Mrs. Moser.
I 'handed him the $27 GOO andhe tucked it in
his pocket.
"Mighty kind of you, Mr. William.
you be here about one o'clock tomorrow?"
"Yes Tom, I 'll be here.
see Mrs. Moser then?"

Will

Will you go up to

IIYes Mr. William, I'd like to do that.
Thank you very much , Mr. William! I'll see you tomorrow."
And he opened the door and flashed me
a nother warm smile and was on his way . I felt good
a llover. It was nice of Tom to take the time to
s top in - and Mimi would be happy to see him. I
we nt home a bit early and made a drink for Florence
a nd myself.
lIyou'ss never guess who I saw today, Flo'r enee! "
"Someone from Cincinnati' she replied.

"No".
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"From New York?"
"No".
"From Indiana?"
"Yes"
"New Albany?"
"Yes"
"Evie?"
"No"
"Aunt 'Margaret?"
"No"
"Oh come on. Bill, tell me - I've got to
get dinner ready."
"Someone who worked for Mimi", I persisted.
"Mr. Cooper?"
"No"
"Well who?" .
"Tom Brown".
"Tom Brown? Gracious!
did he have to say about Maude?"

How was he?

What

"He looked fine - a bit on the fat side.
He said Maude was just getting along".
"What was he doing in Cincinnati?"
"He's just moved here with his family, heos
in some kind of construction - I didn't get any detail-s" •
"With his family?

Did he get ma rried?"

"I hope so, he's got four children".
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Florence looked quizzically at her drink I waited.
"That's funny Bill, I don't remember hearing that he married - he was so devoted to Maude I
thought he would stay with her
"
I took a long swig - and began to lose
s ome of my enthusiasm.

"I loaned him $27.00 - he's going to bring
it back tomorrow when he comes up to see Mimio"
"You loaned him $27.00 Bill? That doesn't
s ound like Tom Brown - hevd never ask you for money!
and he couldn't possibly have four children because
he was still single when Mimi saw Maude only a year
or so ago--"
Ow Ah! -- I had been conned! Even before
I called Mimi who confirmed Florence's doubts, I
knew it!
Thinking back, I find my reactions mixed.
I wasn't mad. Rather, I was relieved - relieved that
I didn't have $50.00 in my wallet.
And I had a feeling of awe for anyone who
c ould make a living from such a precarious use of the
l aw of averages. Most of all I was full of admirat ion for the skill with which he carried out his
ploy . - How he had lead me to tell him who he was all ab out myself and the family! And how he had
t imed his "touch" so perfectly that it was a favor
t o oblige him!
A few words of Epilogue.
About a week later I was downtown at the
Office of our Mortgage Correspondent - Henry Armis tead. In reply to his "How have you been Bill?"
I answered "Well, I had the damnedest experience last
week" - and I started to tell him the story you have
j ust heard. I got as far as "Tom Brownos coming int o my office when Armistead halted me -- "Wait a
minute Bill, how much did he take you for?"
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"$27.00", I repliedo
got me for $70!"
enjoy it.

"You're lucky!

He

I hope you found that diverting--I still
Let me turn now to more serious business.

.
Memory's function has long intrigued the
Ph1lopher . It is almost impossible to seek the truth
about s el f without running sma.ck into memory. Those
of you who may be caught up in the renewal of interest in the Eastern philosophies will find Henri
Bergso,n 0 s views on memory of particular interest.
..
Bergson.was a Frenchman, a scientist by
tra1n1ng, who arr1ved on t 'he philosophical s'cene at
a time when the Rationalist-Empiricist· feuding had
reached another impasse. The Rationalists, in effe ct,
were still debating how many angels could dance on
the head of a pin, and the Scientists, with all their
bright new world, had turned man into a yo-yo responding automa~ically (And thereby without responsibility or credit) to every stimulus, external,
genetic , or sub-conscious. Neither pure reason nor
the scientific method lead to a true understanding of
life.
Bergson, like his eastern counterparts,
turned to Intuition (that ego-shattering link to
infinity) for a new and meaningful vision of li fe .
To gether with the Zen Buddhist he saw the need ~o
put aside the intellect and the world and see w1th
the "third eye" - the eye of intuitive vision.
Man's malady, said Bergson, was that he
dwelled in a world of space. But the spatial world
is not the real world--it is too static. The re~l
world is a dynamic. world o~ action--of ne~er end1ng
activity. The real world 1S a world of t1me and
change.
But not the time of the clock,.rather, ~n
experienced continuity. Our inner life ~s a co~tln
uous flowing--not a mathematical succ:ss lon oft lnMan' must learn how to flow wlth the s ream
stfant~s. for he is constantly "becoming: (every self
o
1me,
. .t
)
has its particular temporal cont1nul y.
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It is memory that gives the continuity to
each of man's temporal experiences. The successive
moments in the life of a human are pre served in memory. Not only that, but the meaning of anything we
pe rce ive derives from our associating it in our memory with other experiences we have had. Emerson
expresses this thought when he saydl "A face that
falls under my eye today, a book I re ad, a piece of
news I hear has meaning as I associate it in memory
with other moments or experiences."
Bergs on went so far as to conclude that man
could n ot survive without his memory because he could
not make intelli gent judgments.
While subsequent research casts a doubt on
Bergs on's insistence that memory is a spiritual
function, it remains unchallenged that mcmo~y marks
the identity. Today, when medical science has shown
that the human body completely renews itself every
seven years, memory's answer to the question:
"Who
am I" takes on added significance. Certainly, I am
not the same person I was 7,14,21 years ago. Imagine a criminal, brought up on a charge of murder
committed 10 years ago, making this point and insisting that he go free because he is not the same person
who committ ed the crime! The alert judge would
probably ask the defendant if he remembered some
event 10 years a go and, ge tting an affirmative answer,
advise the jury that the trial could proceed because
the defendant's memory had identified him as the
same man.
Emerson puts it all together cogently and
poetically when he says: "Memory is a primary and
fundamental faculty ..•. the matrix in which other
faculties are imbedded: it ill the thread in which the
beads of man are strung making the personal identityo"
, Frankly, I am appalled at the short shrift
given Memory in the current educational process.
Oh, I know the rationale--"there was too
much l earning by rote" •• "the information explosion
makes it impossible to remember everything" •• "we
have excellent reference material" •• "we've got
electronic retrieval devices and computors", etc.,
etc.
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But we threw the baby out with the bathwater! The basic principle, the great thought, the
~on mot, the beautiful expression is not imbedded
1n Memory. The student is left .to grope alone with
each new moment without Memory ' s meaningful help.
He has n? comman~ of. old facts, no clear beholding
of what 1S best 1n h1S experience . He has to bring
an electronic calculator into a Basic Math class
because he doesn't know his Multiplication Tables!
If I exaggerate-- and I confess I do-- it
is only to emphasize the point that Memory plays a
great part in settling the intellectual rank of men .
We estimate a man by how much he remembers. Quintilian reckoned it the measure of genius .
In failing deliberately to cultivate the
student's memory I believe we short change him. Just
consider his loss in the words of Niebuhr "He who
calls what is vanished back again into being enjoys
a bliss like creating ".
I'd better ge t off my soapbox and back to
Emerson.
He has some heartening words for those of
us who have trouble with Memory. He says "defect of
memory is not always want of genius . Thus men of
great presence of mind who are always equal to the
occasion do not need to rely on what they have stored
for use, but can think in this moment as well and
deeply as in any past moment, and if they can't re member the rule they can make one." (One would think
Emerson had eavesdropped on a Monday night at the
Li terary Club
D

)

•

And there is comfort for those of us who
do forget . "The damages of forgetting are more than
compensated for by the large values which new thoughts
and knowledge give to what we already know. If new
impressions sometimes efface old ones, yet we steadily ga in insight"--thus even our forgotten facts are
still bearing interest."
Let me come now to my final variation on
Memory--it"s 20/20 hindsight . We push forward, always
forward! And to keep our focus on the goal ahead and
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avoid distraction we go through life with blinkers
on. Life is a struggle! We put our heads down and
t hrow our weight against the harness and pull the
l oad we have made for ourselves.
Perhaps that;s the way it should be - I'm
n ot prepared to say one ~ay
another. B~t I do
know we miss a lot that 1S gOlng on - we m1SS a lot
of life. I don't refer to what i s going on in Bangkok or Antarctica - I mean we really don't see much
of what's happening right aroun~ us and under our
f eet.

0:

In hindsight memory removes the blinker?
and-forgive me for mixing metaphors-gives us the 1ns tant replay which so often has more meaning than
t he live action. We see the whole field, we see all
the players in the game, we see our part and, equally
a s important, the part that others play. Memory certainly gives meaning to "no man is an island".
The thoughtful man pauses regularly in his
forward push to · stand in Memory's wonderful vantage
point and see exac~ what took place and why things
happened as they did. In the excitement of the
s tru ggle or the blissful floating with the tide most
of us are unaware of our dependence on others or the
e ffect of our actions on others .
.

But our unawareness does not stop the operof the law of cause and effect . Nothing happens by chance, every action produces a reaction and
as William James put it so well: "every difference '
makes a difference" . If a man is to exercise a
measure of control over his life, he must have a
knowledge of causal connections-he must know what
effect a particular set of circumstances will produce - and what is the probably cause of this phenorr'lenon.
at~on

Back we run to Memory . . We ask Memory to
"replay the game", to "stop the action" at the crucial
point, to see the cause and effect relationship in
both success and failure.
And how important this causal connection

i s!
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Man cannot preduct unless he can judge
the probable effect of a certain set of circumstances. He cannot diagnose unless he can reason to
the probable cause OI a particular phenomenon.
Memory tells us that in the past, given
these circumstances, this happened. We need only to
see the similarity of the present with the past to
make a pretty sure guess. And what is an autopsy but
Memory put to use in finding the cause of death?
Memory serves us coming or going in our analysis and
in our synthesis! I'm not going to belabor this poin
another moment. I "Thank God for Memory!"
Lest my praise of Memory be too fullsome
and raise doubts in your mind about my testimony let
me at thjs point concede some small shortcomings.
Memory is sometimes ficle, inconstant, even
downright deceitful. In this group I may venture the
explanation that it is a natural shortcoming arising
from the fact that there are female genes in this
faculty as in all parts of our being. But it is not
a serious fault at all, actually it accounts for muc h
of Memory's charm. It means only that you must forever be on guard, and not surprised when Memory fail s
to cooperate.
And, almost as a corollary, it follows tha
Memory is selective--it frequently picks and chooses;
does not give equal attention to all that happens.
How else can you explain the fact that four intelligent people canplay a hand of bridge and immediately
recount where every card was and .who played it, and
yet not recall who dealt the hand? I guess Memory
too has its hierarchy of values .
~ could go on with other trifling shortcomings WhlCh would only serve to emphasize Memoryv s
virtues but tempus is fugiting. Let me conclude wit h
another brief story. It illustrates the kind of
memory I have--I hope you find it interesting.

My story is in two parts. First a brief
account of a series of events over a week-end in my
life. The, aspects of those events which completely
escaped me as they were taking place. You may have
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to follow the ·first part closely to appreciate the
second. It illustrates why I love memory and why
mine frustrates me.
It was a rotten day in March, 1937. Raw,
cold, squally rain and snatches of sun and warmth.
One of winter's last ditch fights against spring.
I was impervious to the weather. I was
atingle with pleasant anticipation--that evening at
five I was leaving Newark Airport for Louisville.
The flight (really my first of any distance) excited
me, but it was the purpose of my trip--to ask Florence to marry me--which made me completely oblivious
to all natural phenomena.
Everything was set. My sister Ruth said
she would drive me from my home in Yonkers to Newark
and bring my car home- in those days there wasn't
much terminal parking for other than waiting purposes . And Roxie Garrett, a good friend to both of
us was coming along as company for Ruth on the ride
home .
We got to the airport a bit early. I
parked the car, locked it, and the girls joined me
in going to the ticket counter. Frankly, I was
a lready in a state of mild euphoria and paid little
attenti on to the passing scene. I did realize that
my tickets were in o~der : that my flight was United
#2: and that I would change at Columbus to T.W.A.
after a stop at Pittsburgh.
Even in those early days, or at least on
that Friday evening, the airport was a busy place
full of interesting characters and Ruth and Roxie
obviously enjoyed the ogling that two attractive girls
are entitled to and they stayed with me until I
boarded the plane.
Oh, I do remember that plane- a Douglas
DC 2 (yes, 2, not 3!) with 10 passenger seats and so
advanced over the Fairchild fabric-covered tri-motor
in which I had flown from Boston to Manchester a few
years back!
Some of my other memories of that flight
are amusing. I recall distinctly the two loudmouthed characters who sat in front and across the
aisle and who were certainly the forerunners of the
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current crop of stewardess tormentors.
knew they were going to Pittsburgh.

Everyone

And I recall vividly the lightning storm
we encountered shortly after take-off - the flashes
of light, the tossing of the plane in the turbulence.
With no frame of reference T took it a'll as "par for
the course." In retrospect I should have been scared
to death.
And then that malicious satisfaction I
felt when the stewardess struggled out of the pilot's
compartment and announced that because of the we a the r
we would overfly Pittsburgh - that changed the tune of
the two funsters.
I had something to look forward to in Columbus. With a two-hour layover I had written my favori Le ·cousin "Pinnie" and suggested we meet and eat at
the airport.
(IIPinnie" was now a priest and in charge
of an orphanage in Columbus. )
We landed at Columbus; I was off in a flash ;
saw Father Pin at the fence and immediately joined
him without bothering to go into the scraggly termina _
building. He suggested a trip to the orphanage - I
could see his pride and joy, have a bite to eat, and
he'd get me back in time.
All of which happened. The orphanage visi t
was too interesting to be rushed; the food serve d by
a charming nun-excellent; and the return to the airport was in the nick of time - I raced through the
gate as it was about to close.
I have no recollection of the flight to
Louisville - believe we made a stop in a place calle d
Cincinnati - but I am not sure.
Florence met me and if there had been the
slightest doubt about my mission - which there wa s
not - it would have vanished.
Let me skip to Saturday night. After a day
of meeting people who would soon be relatives (and I
think they were already sure of that) Florence suggested dinner and dancing at the Derby Room of the
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Brown Ho't el. We drove there in her car; drank and
ate well - if needlessly; I asked her to marry me; .
she said she would; and I was in absolute shock untll
some time later when I reached into my pocket for the
key to unlock her car for the ride home.
The key wouldn't work - I tried ag~in and.
again - no luck. Florence looked over my shoulder ln
the dim light of the parking area. "Bill", she said,
"t hat's not the key!" I looked again. "Oh, my God"
I said, to myself, "that's the key to my car," I
reached again into my pocket - sure enough - there
were FlorenceQs keys!
I c.onfess that my concern for my sister and
Roxie - back there at the Newark Airport was fleeting.
I reasoned, quickly, and, quite validly, that nothing
could be done about it at this late date. Furthermore, my current ecstacy permitted no disturbing
thoughts .
I went about the rest of the weekend in a
delightful delerium and on Sunday night Florence drove
with me to Stewart Field in Louisville for the flight
home.
I recall that trip home quite well. T.W.A.
t o Cleveland and United to Newark. My interest in
transportat~on enabled me to compare the Boeing 10
with the DC. I didn't see much to choose between
them and I dozed fitfully as we banged and bumped
thr ough a rainy night to Newark.
My father met me. I had immediate misgivings about Ruth but he was obviously too interested in the results of my trip to bring up that matter
at this point. I managed to get over that he was to
be the father of a groom and then asked him to wait
a moment while I sent Florence a telegram of my safe
arrival.
The Western Union office was in a wooden
shack outside the terminal. It was dark and there
wa s a driving rain. I sent the message and reached
in mypocket for the change to pay for the wire.
My fingers closed round an object. I drew
out my hand. My heart almost stopped . "My God!
I've g ot Florence's keys!"

End 0 f Part 1.
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What happened to my sister?

That's part 2.

It didn't take long for Ruth and Roxie to
realize that I had gone off with the key to the car.
They returned to the United Airlines Counter and with
that helpless manner the superior sex can muster at a
moment's notice explained t'hei.r plight to the concerned attendants.
Your brother was on our Flight #2? That
makes it simple. It stops a't Pittsburgh. We'll
simply call Pittsburgh and get the key and return it
on our flight #5. It won't take more ~han a couple
of hours and in the meantime we would enjoy the
pleasure of your company in the lounge.
That wasn't a bad prospect at all and Ruth
and Roxie proceeded to make the best of a bad job.
Of course you know what happened- we didn'
stop at Pittsburgh and Newark was duly notified of
this fact.
By this time traffic at Newark had thinned
and the United personnel were busy establishing· basis
for their current -slogan "The Friendly Airline".
Ruth and Roxie weren't too disturbed at the prospect
of a further wait during which time I was to be met
by a~ Airline Representative at Columbus and the key
obtalned from me and returned ~s quickly as possible.
But they hadn't accounted for my enthusiasm
for meeting Father Pinnie, nor my tardy return for
the flight and Newark and my sister and Roxie were
completely bewildered by advice from Columbus that
"no Mr. Sullivan got off the plane."
ures had
lived in
arrived,
day with

By this time it was real late. Other measto be taken. Ruth called my Uncle Tom who
nearby East Orange; good old Uncle Tom
brought them back to the airport the next
a locksmith, and that was that.

How did Florence get home? She had a t ough
time locating her cousin David but finally managed and
he brought over a duplicate set of keys.
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To the credit of the ladies involved I
must add that neither my sister nor Roxie ever once
complained of the inconvenience to themo
Neither did Florence ever say more than "I
wasn't able to give my piano recital in Louisville
that night."
linez

Robert Louis Stevenson gives me my final
"I've a grand memory for forgetting!"
William Ao Sullivan

